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ON RESTRICTED PARTITIONS WITH A BASIS OF 
UNIQUENESS 

\ . by 

AUREL WINTNER 

I " 

1. - Let a set, S, of distinct positive integers be called a 
partiti~nable s,et, or ~hortly a re-set, if it possesses a basis, [(, of 
unique restricted partitions, in the foIlowing sense: S consists 
of all integers representable as· sums of dlstinct elements of a 

~equence, 

(1) . 

of positive integers which has, theproperty that a relation of 
the form 

. Il1 + 1,'2 + : . : + le'a = 1'''1 + le" 2 + ... + k;' b, 

where k'l <rC'2<~" 
'holds ~nly when ! \ 

le' 1 = le" l' 

) 

and le',! < le" 2 < .. ' are elcments,. oí 1(, ( 

Every sequence [{ having the latter property .determines a re
sel S, ha~ing [{ as a basis. Conversely, if a re-set S is given, its 
basis [( is uniquely c1el:erminecl by S. The latter fact can r,eadily 
be verificd by induction, viz., by firsl characterizing leo, and then .. 
¡if ICO"I;." h'j in (1) ~e lmown. kj-tl' in terins of S alone.· A 
formal' rewording of thisuniqueness proof can be based on the 
generaling relation 

ex:> ex:> 

(2) 1 + z; Sn zn = 11 (l+zhj ), 
n-1 j-O . 

Iz l<l, 

','.;',', 
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where Sil denotes the characteristic function of S, 1. e., 

(3) Sil = 1 or sn = O according as n is or is not in S. 

lt is cIear that a given set of intege.rs kj is a basis, [(, if 
and only if the cqrresponding proq.uct (2) leads to a power series 
(2) inwhich no coefficient turns out to have a value:distinct 
from O and 1, and that the set S generated by [( is then defined 

. uy (3). This description of the situation makes cIear enough the 
substantially implici:t nature of the requirements involved. 

Strictly speaking, (2) .há'1ds only if the sequenoe (1) is infi
nite, since otherwise the upper limit of the product in (2) must· 
(whercas the upper limit of the sum in (2) may, but need not) 
be replaoed by a finite limi,e. It is howev,er olear t~lat !( is a 
finite set if and only if S is,. and the fQllowing considerations 
deal with an asymptotic queslion concerni'llg infinite mabes,JC S. 
rather than with the question of enumeration presented by tile 
case of finite mates [(, S. . " 

2. -If S is any set of distinct posItlve integ:~rs, let IV (n) 
denote the number of those elements of S which do not exoeed 
n; so that" 

(4) . N(n)/n. . (Sl+' ... +slI)/n, 

'if Sil is defiped by (3). If (4) tends, as n ~ 00, toa l:i:Itiit, tl:Hm 
S is said to be measurable (<<in relative measurc»), and, ~4eJim~t .•.. 
which will be denoted by I SI, is called the measure of S. 1 t is 
cIear from (4) and (3) that, if 

(5) ISI=lim (Sl+' .-fsn)/n 
n-+co 

iexisls, then 

Since Sil >: O, it follows from a Tauberian theorem of' Hardy 
and Littlewood (cf. referenoe [1] al the end of this paper), that 
(5) is equivalent to . 
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(7) 
CXl 

1S:I=lim (l~r) 2:: sn rn, 
r-+l n-l 

(O<r'<l): 

By «equivalence» is meant that the existence oí either oí tho 
limits (5), (7) impl:i:es the existence and the i~entity oí both 
limits. , 

If this criterion :is applied to the case oí a n-s'et Si it, íol- " 
lows that S is measurable, and has the measure 1 SI, if and only 
if the basis, (1), of S is s~ch as to lead to the existence of the 

limit 

(R) liinf(r) =ISI, 
r-+l 

where 

(9) 
CXl o 

f(r) = TI (l+rl~j )/(1+r2'). 
j=O 

This is clear from (2) and (7), if recourseis had' to Euler'~ 
identity 

(10) o 

CXl CXl o 

2:: zn = TI (1+z2J ),Izl< 1 
n-O j=O 

(which, 1ll VlBW of the cri:terion (2), means that the set of all 
positive integers is a n-set, with 

(11) 1,2,4,8, ... 

as basis). 

3. - It is clear that, if 

(12) 

is a subsequence oí asequence (1) and if (1) is a basis, then 
(12)" is a basis and generates a n-set, S*, contained in the n-seto 
S, generated by (1). FurthermO're, if, S is measurable, ,then -8* 
is measurable and has the measure 

(13) ,1 8*1= 181/2h or IS*I=O 

according as just a finite number or an infinity of elements of 
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, , 

(l) I are' missing in (12), the exponent h in (13) being the num
ber of those lc-values whieh do not oeeur iI;l (12). In faet, lhe,' 

, trtith ~f (13) is readily verified from the erit,erion (8), from the 
definition (9) arid from the ideútity whieh results if a finit;e 
number of faetors ~re omitted on the right of (10). 

Let a [( be ealled a O-basis if the eharaeteristie funetion, s/l' 
of ,the n-sel, S, generated by [( satisfies 

(14), (i. e., /8/=.0). 

For instanee, (1) is a O-basis if kn=3n. If it were true that 
. e\'ery basis whieh is not a O-basis is a subsequenee, (12), oí 
Euler's ;bas,is, (11), 'it would follow from (13) that every n-seh 
is measurable, those n-sets whieh are not of measure O havIDg' 
the measure 1/2h, where h is a certain positiv'e ínteg,er (in faet, 
the basis (11) gen~rates all positive integ'ers, which form a sel 
of measure 1). But the hypothesis of this eonchision is falsC!. 
For, if 3· is any value eontained in the interval 0< 3· < 1 (henee. 
a ,value not necessarily oí. the form 1/2h) , it is not difficult to 
conslrucl: a basis [{= [(& corresponding to which the n-set, 
S = S&, is measurable ,und ,has the preassigned & as ils measure .• 
/S&/. 

It will remain undeeided whether euery or not euery n-se(i 
is measumble. What ¡ will be prov,eC( is a sufficient. eriterion,. 
alonso ,with an ,explicit 'oondition which can be obtained as ,a 
coroI1ary of this criterion, for the measur¿¡bility of a n-sel. 

4. - The 'criterion in question is «Abelian) in naturc; it sta
tes that; if (1) is a basis. for which the limit 

(15) 

éxists, then the n-set generated by (1) is measurable, and its 
measure' is the limit (15), " 

, In view of ,the eriterion (8), this assertion is equivalent to 
thc staLement that, if the ~xistence of (15) is assumed, then th¡e 
funetion(9) must tend, as r ~ 1, to a limil, and that the latter 
has the same value as (15). Henee, 'more than tlle italicized 
assertion will be proved ifl it is shown th¿¡,t, whether the limits 
(8), (15) eJ..o or do, not exist, the funetion (9) must Isatisfy tha 
inequalitics 

":. " 
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(.16), lim in! 2n/'Cn < lim inf f(r), lim sup f(r) < lim sup 2njkn_ 
~oo r+1 . r+1 B~ 

(17) 
00 ., 

fm(r)~ TI (l+r lcn ,)/(1+r2B 
), (r<l); 

so that fo = f, by (9). Since, when n is fixcd, 

(18) 

it is clear tbat 

. (19) lim sup f(r) =lim S,?P t';"(r) 
r+1 r+l 

holds forevery fixed m. On the other hand; if ~ denotes the 
upper limit on· the right of· the second of the iúequalities (16)'~ 
then either ~ =00, in' which case the second· of the' assertions 
(16) is trivial, or else there belongs to ev·ery E> 9 an m having: 
the .property that I , 

lCIl>2;1/(~+E) whenevcr n>m=ms' 

Since 0< r < 1, this means that, if q = qs ~s dcfined by 

(21) q(3+s = r, so tbat 0< q < 1, , 

then 
. " 

rTe R'< q2
IÍ 

wbenevcr n> m = ms· 

In view of (17), the last inequality. implies that 

00 

lim sup fm(r), < lim sup TI (1+q2R )/(1+r
2B 

), 
r+1 r+1. n-m 

where q=q(r) -+ 1 as. r-+ 1, by.(21). Since, corresponding to 
(18), 

,f.~ . 
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, . 
holds for every fixed n, it follows that 

00 

lim sup fm(r) < lim sup TI (1+q2
n 

)j(1+r2n). 
r-+1 r+1 n-1 

Hence; if (19) is applied on the left, and (10) twice on the right. 

,0000 

lim sup f(r) < lim sup z: qnjI'l'n. 
r+1 r+1 n-1 n-1 

Since, as l' --+ 1, 

00 x _ 

Z qnjZ: rn '" (l-r)j(l~q) --+ ~ + E, 
n=l n-l' . 

by (21), it follows that 

.limsupf(r) <~+E, and so limsupf(r) <~. 
r+oo r+oo 

This proves thesecond 0:11 tl~e inequalities (16); a~d the first is 
proved in the saine way. 

It is cIear that the existence and the non-vanishillg of the 
limit (15) imply that 

(22) 

It follows the;efore froID t~e italicized assertroll, j1ustprov.ed, that . 
if (1) is a basis generatirig a 'lt-set, S, which is measurable by 
virtue of the existence ov (15), then the basi~ must satisfy (22) 
unless I S I . O. 

5. - The (lc', lc")-requirement, specified after (1), is obvious
Iy fulfilled by any sequence of positiv.e integers lco, Ic1, .. ' satis
fying 

(23) lCnt1>lco+ .. ·+lcn for n=O,l, ... 

Since ka > 1, the inequalities 

(24) kn > 2n, where n = 0,1,2, .. " 

, 
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arenecessary for (23). In the inequalities (24}, the sign oí equa
lit Y IIlUst faillto hold lor IOne n at least, unless (1) is the sequenct:l! 

I (11),' the basis oí all positive integers. Thus (11) a.ppears as ths 
(unique) extremal c1!-se of all bases satisfying (23). 

A corollary of the italicized criterion is that, if lco, k1, •• : 

is a sequence of -positive integel's satisfying (23), then it is a 
basis generating a measurable n-seto In order to conclude this, it 
is. sufficient to ascertain that the limit· (15) must exist whenevl~r 
(23) is satisfied. ~ut this can be assured by, even thoug'h it is not 
explicitly contained iri, the arguments applied by R. Salem and 
D. C.' Spencer (cf. reíerence [2] below). 

Since .(23) implies the existence of the lirpit (15), it follows 
that, if a basis satisf~es (23), then (22) must hold unless the. 
n-set is of measure O. Nev·ertheless, it is,easy to see that, corres
ponding to every .& in the intervalO <.& < 1, there exists a basis 
satisíying (23) andgenerating a -(measurable) n-set the meaSUl1e' 
of which is B·. 

The Johns Hopkins University. 
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